Rossi Beanie Pattern

This beanie makes a very cute slouchy hat if brim is not rolled up.

Materials:
Yarn: 150 yards of any worsted weight yarn from the Knots of Love cancer patient tested and approved yarn list.
Needles:
US 8 / 5.0mm 16" circular needle
US 9 / 6.0mm 16" circular needle
US 9 / 6.0mm double pointed needles
One stitch marker.
Tapestry needle for weaving in ends.

Using size 8 needles, cast on 80 stitches for an average size head. 88 stitches for a large beanie. Join in the round being careful that the cast on stitches are not twisted. Place marker.

Double-sided cable brim:
R1: *(K2, p2); rep from * to end of round.
R2: Rep R1.
R3: *(K2tog keeping sts on LN, knit first st again, slip both original sts off LN, P2tog keeping sts on LN, purl first st again, slip both original sts off LN,) rep from * to end of round.
R4: Rep R1.
Rep R1 – 4 three more times or until desired length of brim is achieved.

Change to size 9 needles: Rep R1 until work measures 10" from cast on edge.

Crown shaping:
Put stitches evenly on DPNS when needed.
R1: *(K2, P2tog); Rep from * around.
Rows 2 - 6: *(K2, P1); Rep from * around.
R7: *(K2tog, P1); Rep from * around.
Rows 8 - 10: *(K1, P1); Rep from * around.
R11: *(K2tog, P2tog); Rep from * around.
R12: *(K1, P1); Rep from * around.
R13: *(K2tog); Rep from * around.

Finishing:
Cut an 8 inch tail and thread through stitches. Tighten and yarn through hole. Weave in ends on the inside of beanie.

Feel free to use this pattern for charity. If you are using this, or any Knots of Love pattern for any other purpose, a donation to Knots of Love would be greatly appreciated! www.knotsoflove.org
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